
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY 

UTFAB Meeting:  

Minutes 

CHAIR: Jonathan Sorkin     

VICE CHAIR: Jason Berlinberg 

SECRETARY: Juli Cackovic             

 

 

DATE: 4 December 2012 

LOCATION: Library 203 

START TIME: 5:00PM 

TIME AJOURNED: 6:05PM 

ATTENDENCE: X DENOTES MEMBER ATTENDANCE  

Jon Sorkin X 

Jason Berlinberg X 

Juli Cackovic X 

Jamie Ragusa X 

Dosia Kociuba X 

Lance Li Puma X 

Andrew Olson X 

Paul Tanger X 

Carolyn Hoagland  

Fred Colclough X 

Eric Hamrick X 

Matt Dotson  

Erica Burr X 

 

Others Present:  Jason Huitt, ACNS; Pat Burns, VPIT, Advisor; Scott Baily, ACNS; Rusty Scott, 

ACNS; Don Albrecht, ACNS; Tom Moothart, Associate Dean, CSU Library  



I. Call to Order 

II. Approval of Minutes from November 27, 2012 Meeting 

a. Motion to approve the minutes 

i. Minutes approved 

III. Web Developer Update 

a. Class schedule search 

i. Not all of the options work at this point 

1. Just wanted to make sure that the look and the feel of the new lay 

out is something that is desired 

ii. Main information 

1. Course, section, CRN  

2. Possibly on first page address that there is a lab and recitation 

offered for that class 

3. Look into option concerning labs that are not specifically required 

for a class, or if you wanted to take the lab separately from the 

lecture and/or recitation. 

iii. Second page 

1. Provides specific information about the chosen course 

a. What time it meets and the exam times, add/drop time, 

recitation, lab 

i. Those times for recitation and lab times do not need 

to be chosen right away, because this page shows 

the times that are specifically available for you 

b. It is of concern whether or not people will go over to the 

second page and view that information  

c. Weight list will be available on this second page as well  

d. Possibly change the seats fraction from total seats/ seats 

taken to seats taken/total seats 

e. Exam times 

i. Make note on the second page that those are exam 

times for the semester for that class 

IV. Presentations 

a. Library Update- Tom Moothart and Don Albercht 

i. Current inventory 

1. 210 desktops, 16 scanning stations, 4 print release stations and 

printers, 2 microtext scan stations, 2 macbook pro edition stations, 

4 computer classrooms of various sizes with computers in then 

a. Total of 355 desktop computers 

ii. Budget update 

1. Last year- 126,730.36 

2. Encumbered- 68,250.00 

3. Expensed- 44,114.00 

4. Remainder- 14,366.36 

iii. Computer usage 

1. Usage peaks late morning- early afternoon, then peaks again 

around dinner 



a. Dell PC- 95 

b. Macs- 114 

2. Check out program in the behavioral sciences building 

a. Was this year taken over by CASA, the usage this year is 

slightly lower than the usage seen last year.  

i. This could be because of the construction that was 

going on in the library last year, so more people 

were going to the behavioral sciences building 

b. They have also increased the hours that the computers can 

be checked out.  

iv. New technologies 

1. iPads and E-Readers, eBooks 

a. Difficult to find a vendor who allows us to lend eBooks on 

devices  

b. Ended up working with Barns and Noble 

i. Plan on starting to circulate (7 day) in January 

ii. Book selection 

c. Preloaded apps available 

i. Students can also download apps 

1. No limit to how many apps can be 

downloaded 

a. When they turn them in, they should 

be cleared so that no other students 

know what apps were downloaded 

2. Even if a student uses their own apple user 

name and things, it would be the students 

responsibility to log off so others do not 

have access to their account information 

d. If students bring their own e-reader to the library, they can 

download books, but not the popular stuff? 

2. Cintiq 24HD Touch Monitor 

a. Graphic artists use this to create on 

b. Typical touch screen  

c. Will be available in a specific classroom; student will be 

able to check out time in that room to use the device 

v. Closing updates 

1. Laptop stealing rates 

a. 1 macbook/year gets stolen 

i. Replaced the stickers from the front onto an older 

model and turned it back in 

b. Batteries have been taken and replaced with bad one; seen 

mostly on the Dells 

2. Prey project 

a. Cost of 1 mac stolen a year 900 

i. Doesn’t account for the lost and stolen batteries, or 

stolen memory strips  



b. Preyproject per year- $2800 

3. Computer repurpose proposal 

a. Order of reuse 

i. Stent organizations 

ii. CSU departments 

iii. High school loan program 

b. Help needed (UTFAB member?) 

i. Notify student organizations 

1. Which of them could use the used PC 

2. SLiCE has a compiled list of all of the 

organization 

3. Jason will be having a meeting with them 

soon, so he will pass the word along 

ii. Prioritize distribution  

vi. QUESTIONS 

1. Would we entertain a supplemental request for adding another mac 

to the fleet? Specifically because there is a higher mac usage than 

the dell usage. 

a. Model e5400 

2. How many would be requested? 

a. 20, currently have 114 

b. Echo 360 (Lecture Capture) Update- Rusty Scott (associate director of ACNS) 

i. Background 

1. Lecture capture records audio and electronic content of a lecture 

(“vodcast”) 

2. Faculty can also record shorter sections, or learning modules 

ii. Central solution 

1. There is not one central type of lecture capture used on campus 

a. Because of this the Classroom Review Board 

recommended Echo360 

i. Both hardware and software solution 

ii. Seen to be used in the College of Applied Human 

Sciences 

b. OnlinePlus endorsed 

c. UTFAB supported and funded for FY13 

iii. Implementation update 

1. Non-trivial process; many groups and people went into making 

these systems run 

2. 6 rooms equipped with Echo appliances and cameras 

a. Clark A101-4, A102, A202 

iv. Echo360 demonstration 

1. Instructors can cut off the beginning or the end of a lecture if it 

isn’t necessary 

2. Can fast forward in the recording to watch specific parts of the 

lecture if necessary 



3. The mic that the instructor is wearing is the one that the recording 

is done from 

4. The professor must wear a mic in order for the audio to be 

recorded 

5. Specifically records what the professor does, there is no system 

here for recording the students and their questions 

v. Questions 

1. Data retention 

a. They take up a lot of space, storage isn’t expensive, there 

just needs to be a lot of it.  

b. Want to try and link this to ramCT 

2. Accessibility (captioning) 

a. Anything we put on the web, has to be made accessible 

vi. Usage 

1. Captures and views in November 

a. Shows that people are actually using it 

i. Combines distance learning and all other classes 

that are being recorded.  

2. 2165 lectures recorded this semester, seen through the last week 

3. ~140 lectures/week are schedule to be recorded 

a. That one class viewed 3 times per week, so that is covered 

in this number 

vii. Budget reality 

1. Total 99.6k budget, 58,828 actual 

2. Echo appliances 

a. Budget 12.8K, 21,370 actual 

viii. Gaining traction 

1. Have about 18-20 rooms around campus set up now with this 

application  

a. Contacted the teachers who have classes in the equipped 

rooms to see if they would want to use it and how it works 

2. Professional development institute in January 

a. Echo representatives presenting 

ix. Help site 

1. Help.echo.colostate.edu 

x. QUESTIONS 

1. Are their teachers that are not willing to use it because they are 

afraid that class attendance will go down? 

a. Research shows that this doesn’t affect attendance 

2. Other than in Clark A, where are these classrooms located 

a. Behavioral sciences, computer science, education, 

engineering, statistics, university center for the arts, Weber 

3. Other colleges starting to use this? 

a. The main amount of the captures being done now in the 

CAHS, but there are other colleges that have shown interest 

in this technology.  



4. On average how much does it cost, per  room 

a. Appliance 3700 with maintenance 

b. Round about 8K per room plus maintenance  

5. How easy is it for graduate students who run the seminars or 

something similar to learn how to do this, because they aren’t 

faculty? 

6. How does the instructor make this available 

a. They can publish it via a URL, email it out to the students, 

or can attach it into the ramCT 

i. Anyone who needs to watch it, just needs a media 

player 

7. What is the expansion rate? 

a.  Spread most extensively through the students  

V. Old Business 

a. N/A 

VI. New Business 

a. N/A 

VII. Next meeting 

a. TBD 

b. Make sure to do the doodle poll about when we can meet next semester 

c. Already receiving supplemental proposals for next semester  

VIII. Adjourn 

 


